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The rst International Workshop on Coding and Cryptology was held in Wuyi Mountain, Fujian, China, June 11 - 15, 2007. The workshop was organised by Fujian Normal University, China and Nanyang Technological University, Singapore. We acknowledge with gratitude the nancial support from the Key Laboratory of Network Security and Cryptology, Fujian Normal University.

The idea for this workshop grew out of the recognition of the recent development in various areas of coding theory and cryptology. Over the past years, we have seen the rapid growth of the Internet and World-Wide-Web, they have provided great opportunities for online commercial activities, business transactions and government services over open computer and communications networks. However, such developments are only possible if communications can be conducted in a secure and reliable way. The mathematical theory and practice of coding theory and cryptology underpin the provision of eective security and reliability for data communication, processing and storage. Theoretical and practical advances in the elds are therefore a key factor in facilitating the growth of data communications and data networks.
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TCL / TK  in a Nutshell: A Desktop Quick ReferenceO'Reilly, 1999

	
		The Tcl language and Tk graphical toolkit are simple and powerful building blocks for custom applications. The Tcl/Tk combination is increasingly popular because it lets you produce sophisticated graphical interfaces with a few easy commands, develop and change scripts quickly, and conveniently tie together existing utilities or...
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Maya Studio Projects: Game Environments and PropsSybex, 2010

	Use Maya to create realistic environments and props for digital games


	Weapons, vehicles, tools, buildings, trees, plants, walls, ceilings, and floors-these items may seem secondary to the game environment, but they are integral parts of the game and they all need to be created. Maya Studio Projects: Game Environments and...
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Adobe Golive 5 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000
This is the comprehensive GoLive tutorial/reference, targeted to ambitious beginner to advanced users who want or need extensive coverage of GoLive features, as well as advanced tips and techniques. Real world examples included throughout the book provide added context and power for learning GoLive and making it do eye-popping cyber-acrobatics. A...
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Handbook Of Pi And Pid Controller Tuning RulesImperial College Press, 2009
The vast majority of automatic controllers used to compensate industrial processes are PI or PID type. This book comprehensively compiles, using a unified notation, tuning rules for these controllers proposed from 1935 to 2008. The tuning rules are carefully categorized and application information about each rule is given. This book discusses...
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Agile User Experience Design: A Practitioner's Guide to Making It WorkMorgan Kaufmann, 2012

	Being able to fit design into the Agile software development processes is an important skill in today's market. There are many ways for a UX team to succeed (and fail) at being Agile. This book provides you with the tools you need to determine what Agile UX means for you. It includes practical examples and case studies, as well as...
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Building Embedded Systems: Programmable HardwareApress, 2016

	 This is a book about developing the software and hardware you never think about. We're talking about the nitty-gritty behind the buttons on your microwave, inside your thermostat, inside the keyboard used to type this description, and even running the monitor on which you are reading it now. Such stuff is termed embedded systems,...
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